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SUMMARY
Robust servo control of a model-based biomedical application is presented in the article. The glucose–
insulin control of type 1 diabetic patients is considered to be solved using the results of post-modern
robust control principles.
The paper uses a recently published glucose–insulin model and presents the transformation of the model
to describe the dynamics of type 1 diabetes mellitus. The nonlinear plant is then linearized at a given
steady state point. In order to characterize the uncertainty around the nominal model in frequency domain,
a parametric nonlinear model sensitivity analysis is performed using gridding method. The aim of the
paper is to underline the viability of the robust servo, linear -control algorithm tested in highly nonlinear
closed-loop simulation environment. Using two degree-of-freedom robust controller, the structured singular
value of the closed-loop is designed to fulfill the robust performance requirements and assure glucose
level control.
Glucose level tracking is ensured under simulated and realistic exogenous meal disturbances.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The normal blood glucose concentration level in the human body varies in a narrow range
(80–120 mg/dl). Diabetes appears if for some reason the human body is unable to control the
normal glucose–insulin interaction (e.g. the glucose concentration level is constantly out of the
above-mentioned range). Consequences of diabetes are diverse and mostly long term (e.g. increased
risk of cardiovascular diseases, neuropathy, and retinopathy [1]).
1.1. Motivation
In many biomedical systems external controller provides the necessary input because the human
body could not ensure it. For instance, diabetes is one of the most serious diseases that need to be
artificially regulated. The newest statistics of the World Health Organization (WHO) prognosticates
more than 1% increase of diabetic patients from 2000 to 2025 and predicts that 5.4% of the adult
society will suffer from it by the year 2025 [2]. This warns that due to stress and unhealthy lifestyle
diabetes could be the ‘disease of the future’ (especially in developing countries). In Hungary, about
5–6% of the total population is estimated to suffer from diabetes [3].
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Among the four types of diabetes (type 1 or insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM), type 2
or insulin-independent diabetes mellitus (IIDM), gestational diabetes, and other special types, like
genetic deflections), type 1 can be characterized as a standard clinical picture: the  cells responsible
for insulin production are completely destroyed. Accordingly, there is no human insulin production
and artificial insulin source has to be applied.
The treatment of diabetes could be controlled by an outer loop, replacing the human glucose–
insulin equilibrium system, if needed. The replacement, the outer control might be partially or
fully automatized. Self-regulation has several strict requirements, but once it has been designed it
permits not only to facilitate the patient’s life suffering from the disease, but also using different
optimization techniques to optimize the amount of insulin dosage to be injected.
The maintenance of the glucose level, by the appropriate choice of the insulin inlet for a diabetic
patient, is currently an active research field in biomedical engineering. This metabolic disorder
was lethal until the discovery of insulin in 1921. Nowadays, the life quality of the patients can be
enhanced though the disease is still lifelong.
Blood glucose control is one of the most difficult control problems to be solved in biomedical
engineering. One of the main reasons is that patients are extremely diverse in their dynamics and,
in addition, their characteristics are time varying. The closed-loop glucose regulation, as it was
several times formulated [4–7], requires three components:
• glucose sensor,
• insulin pump,
• control algorithm (based on the glucose measurements), which is able to determine the
necessary insulin dosage.
The autonomous glucose–insulin control might necessitate a valid mathematical model
(a possibly dynamical description) of the type 1 diabetic patient.
1.2. Modeling and control
Modeling the system and controlling its behavior are two tightly connected questions, hence the
problems could not be discussed separately. As a result of numerous researches, two main aspects
were proposed [7]: model-less (empirical) and model-based approaches.
Model-less approach:
• control algorithm based on curve fitting [8],
• control algorithm based on lookup table [9],
• control algorithm based on rule-based control [10], and
• control algorithm based on PID control [11, 12].
Model-based approach:
• linear [13, 14],
• nonlinear [15–17], and
• comprehensive [18–23].
Model-free or measurement-based algorithms are simple and does not require any additional
dynamics. However, the knowledge of the model structure and state variables can be of capital
importance when robustness and stability questions are considered. This is the main reason why
we focus on the model-based control techniques in the article.
To design an appropriate model-based control an adequate (precise enough) model is necessary.
In the last few decades many scientists tried to create mathematical models describing the human
blood glucose system. Here we only provide a short overview of the applied techniques and
achieved results, a brief overview can be found in [7] and interested readers are invited to consult
other dedicated textbooks, e.g. [24, 25].
The mathematical description of the glucose–insulin system of type 1 diabetic patients is usually
just an approximation (e.g. the biochemical description in [26]), and consequently it contains
neglected static or dynamic components. Furthermore, the model parameters are associated to
alternative patients. Therefore, in the paper we take robust control algorithm into account.
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The main contribution of the present work is to show the viability of the robust complex-valued
-analysis technique in handling autonomous control of type 1 diabetes mellitus. -analysis and
synthesis tool make use of structuring the predefined uncertainty and by scaling the controller,
respectively. The control design procedure is applied for the novel Liu-Tang model [26] transformed
to describe type 1 diabetes. Frequency weights are partially taken from the literature, but mostly
derived from physiologic concernations and nonlinear model sensitivity analysis.
The paper is organized as follows: first, the novel Liu-Tang model is presented and its control
properties are observed. Next, the model transformation for type 1 diabetic description is presented
and exemplified by open-loop simulation. The fifth section gives a general overview of the robust
control methodology used, which is followed by the sensitivity analysis in frequency domain to
determine the nonlinear model uncertainty for control design. Controller design, the explanation of
the used weighting functions, the results of the iterations and the simulation results of the obtained
controller (on the nonlinear model describing type 1 diabetes mellitus) are presented in Section 6.
Finally, conclusions and further research possibilities are formulated.
2. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE NOVEL LIU-TANG MODEL
In contrast with most of the earlier models the model [26] published in 2008 applies a different
approach: it considers enzyme activity of glucose–glycogen and glycogen–glucose conversion
and glucose utilization dynamics, however, it is not purely a molecular model. Consequently, the
cause–effect relations are more plausible, and different functions and processes can be separated.
The considered model is approximately halfway from the simplest model of Bergman et al. [15] to
the extremely complex model of Sorensen [27] with its eight state variables and can be naturally
divided into three subsystems: the transition subsystem of glucagon and insulin, the receptor
binding subsystem, and the glucose subsystem. Since the model has been published recently and
not widely used yet, a brief review is presented here. Parameters can be found in Table I.
2.1. Transition subsystem
It is assumed that plasma insulin does not act directly on glucose metabolism [26], but through
cellular insulin [28]. Let x1 and x2 denote the concentrations of plasma glucagon and insulin,
respectively. Complementing equations of [29] with transition delay of the subsystem, it can be
described as
dx1
p
p
= −k1,1 x1 −k1,2 x1 +w1 ,
(1)
dt
dx2
p
p
= −k2,1 x2 −k2,2 x2 +w2 ,
(2)
dt
where w1 and w2 stand for the concentrations of glucagon and insulin produced by the pancreas—
for more-detailed explanation, see Equations (13) and (14).
2.2. Receptor binding subsystem
Let x3 and x4 stand for the intracellular concentrations of glucagon and insulin, whereas x 5 and
x6 denote the concentrations of glucagon- and insulin-bound receptors, respectively:
dx3
dt
dx4
dt
dx5
dt
dx6
dt

p
k1,1 x1 V p
s
0
s
= −k1,1 x3 (R1 − x5 )−k1,2 x3 +
,

(3)

s
s
= −k2,1
x4 (R20 − x6 )−k2,2
x4 +

(4)

V
p
k2,1 x2 V p
V

,

s
= k1,1
x3 (R10 − x5 )−k1r x5 ,

(5)

s
= k2,1
x4 (R20 − x6 )−k2r x6 ,

(6)
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Table I. Parameters of the Liu-Tang model.
Parameter
p
k1,1
p
k2,1
p
k1,2
p
k2,2
s
k1,1
s
k2,1
s
k1,2
s
k2,2
k1r
k2r
R10
R20
gp
Vmax
gp
Km
gs
Vmax
gs
Km

Value

Unit

0.14

min−1

0.14

min−1

0.3

min−1

1/6

min−1

6×107

M−1 min−1

4.167×10−4

mU/l−1 min−1

0.01

min−1

0.01

min−1

0.2

min−1

0.2

min−1

9×10−13

M

0.52

mU/l

80

mg/l/min

600

mg/l

3.87×10−4

mg/l/min

67.08

mg/l

k1

8×105

mU/l−1

k2

1×10−12

M−1

k3
V
Vp
Ub
U0
Um

4×10−12
11
3
7.2
4
94

M−1
l
l
mg/l/min
mg/l/min
mg/l/min

Gm
Rm
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5



2.23×10−10
70
2000
144
1000
80
1000
1.77

M/min
mU/l/min
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
—

a1

0.005

mg/l−1

a2
b1
b2

1/300
10
1

mg/l−1
—
—

where R10 and R20 denote the total concentrations of receptors, k sj,1 stand for the hormone-receptor
association rates, k sj,2 the degradation rates, and k rj the inactivation rates ( j = 1, 2). Let V p denote
plasma volume, whereas V is intracellular volume [26].
2.3. Glucose subsystem
Blood glucose has two sources: endogenous hepatic production with glycogen transformation and
exogenous meal intake.
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In order to describe glycogen–glucose conversion by the catalytic effect of glycogen phosphorylase and glycogen synthase, Michaelis–Menten equation is used:
gp

v gp =

Vmax x7
,
gp
K m + x7

v gs =

Vmax x8
,
gs
K m + x8

(7)

gs

(8)

where x7 and x8 denote the glycogen and glucose concentrations, v gp and v gs stand for the reaction
gp
gs
rates of glycogen phosphorylase and glycogen synthase, respectively. Let Vmax and Vmax denote
gp
gs
the maximal reaction rates of the enzymes, whereas K m and K m are their Michaelis–Menten
constants. It is assumed that the enzyme activity is proportional to the concentrations of the
activated receptors by glucagon and insulin [26].
Exogenous glucose intake is denoted by G in .
Glucose utilization can be divided into two groups: insulin independent (brain and nerve cells)
and insulin dependent (muscle and adipose tissues).
Insulin-independent part [30] can be modeled by


x
− 8
f 1 (x8 ) =Ub 1−e C2 ,
(9)
where Ub and C2 are described in Table I.
Insulin-dependent part can be calculated by
⎡



x4
(Um −U0 )
⎢
x8 ⎢
C4
f 2 (x4 , x8 ) =
⎢U0 +
 
C3 ⎣
x4
1+
C4

 ⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥,
⎦

(10)

which was originally used in [31] (parameters can be found in Table I).
By modeling glucose–glycogen and glycogen–glucose conversions the glucose subsystem can
be described with
gs

gp

dx7
k1 x6 Vmax x8
Vmax x7
=
−k3 x5 gp
,
gs
dt
1+k2 x5 K m + x8
K m + x7
gs

(11)

gp

Vmax x7
k1 x6 Vmax x8
dx8
=−
+k3 x5 gp
− f 1 (x8 )− f 2 (x4 , x8 )+ G in .
dt
1+k2 x5 K mgs + x8
K m + x7

(12)

2.4. Pancreatic control
Hormones of the pancreas have a cardinal role in blood glucose regulation and homeostatic stability
since negative feedback of glucagon and insulin through blood glucose level assures controllability
(in medical sense):
w1 (x8 ) =

Gm
,
1+b1 ea1 (x8 −C5 )

(13)

w2 (x8 ) =

Rm
,
1+b2 ea2 (C1 −x8 )

(14)

where w1 (x8 ) and w2 (x8 ) denote glucagon release rate (GRR) and insulin release rate (IRR) (total
amount of hormones secreted by the pancreas) [29], respectively (GRR and IRR, which was
changed for better understanding from GIR and IIR, as in [26]).
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Figure 1. Pancreatic control of the molecular Liu-Tang model [32].
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Figure 2. Responses of the Liu-Tang model [32].

Physiologic principles and simulation results are in accordance (see Figures 1 and 2), since
elevated glucose concentration results in decrease of GRR and increase of IRR [26]. Healthy range
of blood glucose is 80–120 mg/dl (or 800–1200 mg/dl as measurement unit used in [26]), hence
below this level glucagon has a key role whereas above insulin takes control.
Remark
The Liu-Tang model [26] uses the mg/l measurement unit, parameters given in Table I are valid
for this situation. However, due to the fact that the widely used case for blood glucose level is
mg/dl, in the following sections only this is going to be applied.
2.5. Physiologic evaluation
In order to analyze the model in a quantitative manner a physiologically correct exogenous glucose
input has to be defined. According to the literature, a widely used [33, 34] absorption curve can
be seen in the upper figure of Figure 1, which was recorded under extremely strict and precise
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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conditions [32]. It allows us to neglect gut-blood circulation transfer function since it is taken into
account by the absorption curve. As we observe healthy system by now, u 1 input of the model is
constant zero (no insulin is injected).
Observing the simulation results, it can be seen that the behavior of the system is in accordance
with the physiologic expectations: the absorption of exogenous glucose is followed by the activation
of the insulin pole (see Figure 1) of the regulatory system (0–50 min). As the main idea of the
control mechanism is the dipole structure glucagon secretion of the pancreas increases (see Figure 1)
after the insulin phase (50–100 min).
The ‘two hump’ behavior of the system (see Figure 2) is widely known in medical practice and
can be seen here as well: the first intense and short phase of hormone secretion is followed by a
long and moderate period assuring rapid reaction and precise correction as well.

3. ASPECT OF CONTROL THEORY
As regards inputs, exogenous insulin (u 1 ) is completely disposable since it is in daily use in the
form of injections (type 1 diabetes is treated in this way). Glucose taken as a meal represents
disturbance for the model, but as a result of more profound consideration it can be regarded as the
control input for healthy blood glucose household. Consequently, in this section G in is treated as
control input, u 2 , but in case of type 1 diabetes mellitus it is going to be treated as disturbance.
As for outputs, blood glucose level (x8 ) is essential to characterize the system (moreover, it
can be measured easily). Concentration of plasma insulin (x 2 ) is only measurable under laboratory
conditions, but any controller designed to regulate pathologic blood glucose system has to be qualified by the amount of injected insulin. Summarizing the considerations, the outputs of the model
are plasma insulin (y1 ) and blood glucose level (y2 ). For physiological validation of the model,
plasma insulin is considered here as output in order to analyze the performance of the controller.
However, when designing the robust controller, plasma insulin concentration is not used, therefore,
it is in accordance with real-life conditions.
The analysis of the model [35, 36] was realized from two aspects: global characteristics were
determined by nonlinear analysis [37–39], whereas local properties were observed by steady state
linearization [39].
3.1. Nonlinear analysis
As a result of nonlinear analysis based on differential geometry, global control characteristics of
the Liu-Tang model are:
• completely reachable, since rank C = 8, where C is the reachability distribution,
• number of the observable states of the model is 4, since rank d O = 4, where d O is the
observability codistribution,
• static feedback results in such complex vector fields that MATLAB is unable to handle them,
hence this question could not be answered this way. Linearization with dynamic feedback
(dynamic extension, Cartan fields) has the same problem.
The model is completely reachable, hence every state variable is affected by the inputs [38].
Relevant variables are disposable as outputs, hence partial observability has only theoretical importance. Linearization could not be fulfilled because of the great complexity of the generated vector
fields, hence simplification of the nonlinear model is practical.
3.2. Physiological working points
In order to fulfill this, physiologic working points (PWPs) were defined [35, 36]: these are state
vectors that are not exact solutions of the differential equations describing the Liu-Tang model, but
derived from the normoglycemic steady state [26] by multiplying the values with scaling factors.
In this way further LPV (Linear Parameter Varying)-based controller design can be carried out.
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Figure 3. (a) Glucagon- and (b) insulin-type state variables.

Applying only eight different values for each state variable (which is a rather rough quantization) almost 400 000 PWPs should be considered. Exponential explosion is down-to-earth, hence
complexity reduction is crucial.
Normalization of the trajectories of the Liu-Tang model to [0,1] results in a valuable experiment: variables can be divided into two groups. One of them is the glucagon-type variables (see
Figure 3(a)): plasma glucagon, intracellular glucagon, glucagon-bound receptors, and GRR change
together, whereas the other group is the insulin-type variables (see Figure 3(b)), constituted by
plasma insulin, intracellular insulin, insulin-bound receptors, glucose, and IRR. Glycogen is the
only variable that does not fit perfectly into either group (but can be categorized as an insulintype variable), which is not surprising, since glycogen is the stored form of glucose that can be
interpreted as the integral of the excess glucose (saturation can be remarked after the linear phase).
As a result of biochemical and physiological considerations, variables are divided into
two groups: glucagon- and insulin types [35, 36]. PWPs are generated by multiplying the
normoglycemic values [26] by [0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 2 4] in case of both groups, the value of
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glycogen is not modified. The created 64 PWPs are stable, completely controllable, and observable
[35, 36].
Intervals of the scaling factors are selected by physiologic considerations: in case of healthy
blood glucose household the range of blood glucose level should not excess the range of
50–300 mg/dl, hence the range of observation was set to 25–400 mg/dl. Values of the scaling
factors are chosen by varying the resolution: the smaller the blood glucose level, the smaller the
resolution. Scaling factors are arbitrarily taken, the main idea in this case was just to cover the
physiologic region for the further LPV modeling. The last value (four times the normoglycemic
value) is completely unadmittable to be reached in case of type 1 diabetic patients (ketoacidosis
state), this value was selected just to ensure that we are covering the physiologic area (and hence
the polytopic region of the further LPV model).
3.3. Model reduction
As state variables are connected in a physiological manner, it is probable that the rank of the model
can be reduced. In order to perform this, we use state–space transformation and projection.
Let Wc and Wo denote the controllability and observability matrices, respectively, and Wco their
product. Let T be a transformation, where  is diagonal in the factorization
Wco = T T −1 .

(15)

In this manner, the transformed Wc and Wo matrices are
W̃c = T −1 Wc (T −1 )∗ ,

(16)

W̃o = T ∗ Wo T,

(17)

and W̃c = W̃o = , where  is diagonal [40].
The eigenvalues of the transformed system are the Hankel singular values, and the greater the
eigenvalue, the higher the importance of the corresponding state variable. Hankel singular values
are [9.64 5.89 1.37 1.10 1.38×10−2 4.32×10−3 7.03×10−5 1.31×10−6 ] for the considered
model. It can be seen that the first two eigenvalues are significant, which is expected after the
two classes, and after four singular values the others are minor enough to neglect them [36], as it
can be also seen in Figure 4, hence second-, fourth- and eight-order models should be observed.
Important frequency range is [0.0002 0.2] rad/min [4], so the effect of model reduction was tested
with Bode diagrams in frequency domain and with impulse responses in time domain (simulation
results for one of the possible four transfer functions can be seen in Figures 5 and 6, the remaining
are practically the same) [36]. System with two state variables is quite inaccurate, whereas the
approximation is almost perfect with four variables. Mathematical and physiological conclusions
are in accordance.

4. MODELING TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS
4.1. Type 1 diabetes mellitus
Type 1 diabetes mellitus, also called insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus or IDDM, is characterized
by the loss of insulin producing  cells of pancreas due to an autoimmune process. The lack of
insulin and unregulated glucagon production result in elevated blood glucose level and increased
osmotic concentration of the blood. In order to restore homeostatic balance, fluid is absorbed
from cells and from the interstitial space, consequently, constant thirst, increased fluid intake, and
enhanced urine production can be observed. Glucose appears in the urine and the central nervous
system senses lack of energy because of glucose burning and provokes hunger, because of meal
intake, blood glucose level keeps on increasing [1]. Lipolysis is accelerated in adipose tissues and
protein degradation also begins leading to great and rapid loss of body weight. Increased blood
density causes declined oxygen supply of tissues, which can result in cerebral hipoxy effecting
serious nervous damages.
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Figure 5. Bode diagrams of plasma glucose (intravenous insulin) transfer functions of the
linearized models of different ranks.

Elevated ketogenesis is also a symptom of IDDM which is caused by increased lipolysis. Mediators generated during ketogenesis modify blood pH toward acid region (ketoacidosis) disturbing
cell functions and results in puking, increasing fluid loss. Without treatment, coma and death are
the final stages of the disease. IDDM is usually diagnosed before the age of 35 with classic clinical
symptoms [3].

4.2. Model transformation
The real purpose of the research is to regulate the pathologic system. In order to fulfill this objective,
the model has to be transformed to describe type 1 diabetes mellitus.
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Figure 6. Impulse responses of plasma glucose (intravenous insulin) transfer functions of
the linearized models of different ranks.

In case of type 1 diabetes mellitus insulin secretion of the pancreas becomes insufficient to
regulate blood glucose. Equation (18) describes the IRR of the pancreas
w2 (x8 ) =

Rm
,
1+b2 ea2 (C1 −x8 )

(18)

where Rm denotes saturation value of pancreatic insulin secretion. In order to model type 1 diabetes
mellitus, Rm has to be decreased resulting in unsatisfactory pancreatic insulin secretion.
4.3. Open-loop simulation
By setting Rm = 0, type 1 diabetes can be modeled. Applying the glucose input presented in the
upper part of Figure 2 [32], open-loop simulation can be realized (see Figure 7). Initial conditions
are adapted from [26], where x2 (0) = 2 mU/l, hence plasma insulin is present at the beginning
of the simulation. Observing Figure 7, it can be seen that with no insulin secretion (open-loop
simulation, no feedback is applied) blood glucose level elevates for about 360 min to 1500 mg/dl
(which is lethal) then decreases as a result of the delayed effect of insulin (by this time plasma
insulin is almost zero). Consequently, type 1 diabetes conditions can be created.

5. ROBUST CONTROL DESIGN USING COMPLEX -SYNTHESIS
The section briefly summarizes the control methodology applied in the article.
Linear H∞ and -control synthesis are promising methods on the palette of robust control
systems. These postmodern techniques date back to about two decades [41]. Progressively it gains
ground by the more and more powerful computational software and hardware [42, 43]. One of
the biggest advantages of these methods (beyond the well defined mathematical backgrounds) is
the robustness against model mismatches and disturbances. For robust control synthesis, let us
consider the augmented system drawn in Figure 8 [44].
Necessary and sufficient conditions of robust stability (RS) and robust performance (RP) can
be formulated in terms of the structured singular value denoted as  [42].
Figure 8 represents the closed-loop system block diagram of the proposed robust servo control
problem. The model is denoted by G n , the controller by K , while the other elements are associated
with the uncertainty models and performance objectives considered for the robust control design.
As signals r is the reference, u is the control input, y is the output, n is the measurement noise,
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. Responses of the transformed Liu-Tang model to type 1 diabetic case.

Figure 8. Considered closed-loop interconnection of the proposed robust control problem.

whereas z e is the deviation of the output from the required one. The structure of the controller K
may be partitioned into two parts: K = [K r K y ], where K y is the feedback part of the controller
and K r is the pre-filter part. Now the design setup in Figure 8 should be formalized as a standard
design problem illustrated in Figure 9.
With the created augmented P − K structure and by introducing the lower linear fractional
transformation (LFT) of the pair (P, K ), i.e. M = Fl (P, K ), [42], one gets back the − M structure
(see Figure 9). Hence, the robustness and performance analysis of the augmented plant can be
fulfilled by the partition blocks of M:
Fl (P, K ) = P11 + P12 K (I − P22 K )−1 P21 ,
e

=

z̃

M11

M12

d

M21

M22

w̃

.

(19)
(20)

Assume that the uncertainty block represented by  is a member of the bounded subset:
BD = { ∈ D| {} <1},
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Figure 9. Generalized − P − K structure.

where  represents the largest structured singular value (of the normalized set of structured uncertainties), while D is defined by
D = {diag(c1 Ir1 , · · · , cm c Irm c , 1 , · · · , n )|ic ∈ C,  j ∈ Cm j ×m j },
where the ith repeated complex scalar block is ri ×ri and the jth full block is m j ×m j . The
parameters c1 (i = 1, . . . , m c ) of the repeated scalar blocks can only be real numbers [45].
RS can be guaranteed when the closed-loop system is internally stable. Internal stability means
that from all inputs to all outputs the created transfer functions are stable. RS is equivalent to
M11 ∞ <1.

(22)

The authors restrict the set of perturbation to  ∈ BD, therefore, condition (22) might be conservative. A less conservative solution of the problem is to structure uncertainties. This is denoted by
the structured singular value  [42].
The structured singular value can be defined as
D (M) :=

1
,
min ( {} :  ∈ D, det(I − M) = 0)

(23)

unless no  ∈ D makes I − M singular, in which case D (M) = 0. Thus 1/D (M) is the ‘size’ of the
smallest perturbation , measured by its maximum singular value, which makes det(I − M) = 0.
From the definition of , RS can be reformulated as
sup (M11 )<1 ⇐⇒ (M11 )∞ <1.


(24)

The main goal of our synthesis is to guarantee RP. The closed-loop system achieves RP if the
performance objective is met:
sup (M)<1 ⇐⇒ (M)∞ <1.


(25)

Using  it is possible to test both RS and RP in a non-conservative manner.
Unfortunately, Equation (25) is not suitable for computing , since the implied optimization
problem may have multiple local maxima. However, tight upper and lower bounds for  may be
effectively computed for complex perturbation sets. Algorithms for computing these bounds have
been documented in several papers [43].
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Define
S = {diag[D1 , . . . , Dm c , d1 Im 1 , . . . , dn Im n−1 , Im n ]|Di ∈ Cri ×ri , Di = Di∗ >0},
where Di (i = 1, . . . , m c ) are Hermitian matrices which commute with  (DD −1 = , DD −1 ∈
D, (DD −1 ) = ()) [45].
The upper bound can be formulated as a convex optimization problem, hence the global minimum
can be found. For a constant matrix M and complex uncertainty structure , an upper bound for
 (M) is
 (M) inf {D −1 M D}.
D∈S

(26)

The aim of the -synthesis is to minimize the peak value of  (.) of the closed-loop M for all
stabilizing controllers K [43].
Using the upper bound, the optimization problem can be formulated as
min sup inf {D −1 Fl (P, K )D()}.
K

 D()∈S

(27)

Unfortunately, it is not known how to solve (25). However, an approximation to complex synthesis can be made by the following iterative scheme. For a fixed controller K (s), the problem
of finding D() is just the complex  upper bound problem, which is a convex problem with known
solution. Having found these scaling we may fit stable minimum phase transfer function matrices
D(s) to D() such that the interconnection D(s)M(s)D(s)−1 is stable. For given scaling D(s), the
problem of finding a controller K (s) minimizing the norm Fl (D(s)M(s)D−1(s), K (s))∞ will
be reduced to a standard H∞ problem. Repeating this procedure (denoted D–K iteration) several
times the algorithm converges and the complex  optimal controller is designed [45].

6. RESULTS
In this section, the robust servo glucose–insulin controller is designed and applied to the modelbased diabetic patient system. The nonlinear plant described in the previous section could be
linearized at an equilibrium point in order to create a nominal plant for linear -synthesis. Both the
linear and the nonlinear description are supposed to have two inputs. One of them is the control
input and the other is assumed to be disturbance for instant. The control input is the insulin inlet,
the disturbance is the glucose intake, whereas the measured quantities are both the plasma insulin
and glucose concentrations. The aim of the robust control under model mismatch is the disturbance
rejection on the glucose and the tracking of a predefined glucose concentration level reference.
During the synthesis one takes the input weighting into account in order to force the designed
control input signal to stay in an acceptable magnitude domain, and the controller will be tested
on the nonlinear plant with noise-corrupted measurements.
6.1. Uncertainty analysis
Model-based control systems use the mathematical abstraction of the actual plant to be controlled.
Although vast identification techniques can be found in the literature, perfect fitting of the model
and the real plant do not exist. Therefore, the model (or nominal plant) always contains neglected
dynamics of the real world. The nominal plant is usually a lower order system than the real plant,
since modeling highly complicated components is very difficult.
One widespread approach of describing uncertainties is the unstructured formulation. Even if the
precise uncertainty dynamics is unknown, usually an upper bound could be defined in frequency
domain in order to characterize the mismatch. Complex uncertainties, neglected dynamics, respectively, their (frequency depending) bounds could be classified into several groups. Two major types
(not counting the more complicated structures) of complex uncertainty could be distinguished: the
additive and multiplicative blocks (at the plant output or input for MIMO systems). The choice
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always requires a certain amount of a priori information. In case of robust control of T1DM,
uncertainty formulation has always been a great challenge: one of the earliest solutions can be
found in [4] for the model of Sorensen. Moreover, further improvements of the original idea from
a physiological point of view can be found in [22], as well as in [23] for the minimal model of
Bergman.
The postmodern control technique, the  analysis and synthesis, offers to structure the uncertainty
around the nominal model by constant or frequency-wise input–output scaling [43, 45]. Thus it
might result in a less conservative controller than the pure H∞ method. Depending on the nature
of the uncertainty (real, complex valued or both) we can distinguish real, complex, and mixed-
methodologies.
In the current work, we investigate the effectiveness of the complex-valued -control synthesis,
although we analyze the effect of the model parameter (real valued) indirectly. We characterize
the multiplicative uncertainty set created by the subsystem parameters around a ‘nominal’ value.
First, we systematically change the parameters in the glucagon, insulin, and the glucose part of
the nonlinear model and then we do the linearization with respect to the combination of the new
parameter values. Collecting the frequency domain-related information of the linear model, we
define the relative uncertainty Urel (). Finally, re-definition of the model uncertainties might give
rise to real- or mixed-valued -control synthesis.
In our case (see Figure 8), the input multiplicative uncertainty is preferred, because it specifies
the digression, the frequency depending difference (in percentage) between the nominal and actual
plants. The uncertainties between the nominal model and the real plant are represented with Wunc
and unc for the insulin control input part, respectively, Wunch and unch for the disturbance
(glucose).
In the following, we neglect the actuator dynamics and high frequency behavior of the nonlinear
plant by means of multiplicative description.
Starting from the formal definition of the multiplicative uncertainty

G(i)− G n (i)
M(G n , Wr ) := G :
|Wm r (i)| ,
(28)
G n (i)
parametric sensitivity was performed on the nonlinear model to determine Wunc and Wunch . The
shape of the input multiplicative uncertainty is given in two steps. First, low frequency, i.e. steady
state modeling error is determined by sensitivity analysis. Second, the high frequency part is
defined to cover neglected nonlinear and actuator dynamics.
The idea was partially adapted and modified from [4]. The idea is to take uncertain parameters
in the nonlinear model. Ranges are associated to these selected parameters. By taking every single
extremal combination of the parameters, linearization is performed. Finally, the frequency content
of the perturbed and linearized model is compared and relative difference is computed. Instead of
using the extremal values, hereby a gridding technique is proposed.‡ Consequently, we consider the
combination of the selected parameters in a multiplicative manner (see below). A control-oriented
sensitivity test in terms of the rate of the novel model coefficient to the glucose, respectively, to
insulin amount (healthy case) is proposed in [26]. However, only a limited number of parameters
were analyzed, k1 , k2 , k3 (for the feedback gains of the model). In case of other models, detailed
analysis can be found in [4] and [46].
Due to the fact that no physical data was available (from which to identify ranges of parametric
uncertainty), but based on the results of sensitivity analysis of [26] a ±10% variability of the
insulin subsystem and a ±10% variability of the glucagon/glucose subsystem were assumed.
p
p
p
p
Here, we suggest to check the sensitivity with respect to k1,1 , k1,2 , k2,1 , k2,2 (for the plasma
s
s
s
s
transition subsystem), k1,1 , k1,2 , k2,1 , k2,2 (for the intracellular subsystem), and k1 , k2 , k3 as well.
The sensitivity analysis was performed separately for the insulin part and the glucagon/glucose
part. For each parameters a (+ max, 12 max, − 12 max, − max) grid was used to the nominal value.
‡ The

price to pay is increasing number of parameter combination. Moreover, not all of the grid combinations have
physical meaning.
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Figure 10. Selected relative modeling error functions in frequency domain (solid lines, for the ±10%
p
variation in ki,2 as well as in ki,s j , where i, j = 1, 2) and the selected uncertainty upperbound (dashed line).

For each possible combination the nonlinear model was linearized and the obtained linear model
was used to determine parametric sensitivity by determining sup Wrel of the relative uncertainty
relation Urel () = |(G p ()− G())/G()|, where G p stands for the perturbed model and G for
the nominal one. The frequency range of interest was  ∈ [0.001, 0.1] rad/s.
It was observed that the latter three terms do not influence the unhealthy model description.
They only have neglectable influence on the input multiplicative uncertainty. On the other hand,
p
ki,2 as well as ki,s j (where i, j = 1, 2) can be used to characterize the low frequency bound on the
input multiplicative uncertainties. The results of the insulin-related part can be seen in Figure 10
(the results are similar for glucagon/glucose part).
As the cross-over frequency of the open-loop linear model is around 1 rad/min, the uncertainty
weight in high frequency range is supposed to be over 1, i.e. the nominal model is over 100%
inaccurate. No actuator dynamics are considered and supposed to be involved in the uncertainty
function.
Consequently, the determined relations for the two uncertainty functions are
Wunc =
Wunch =

15

,

(29)

5
.
s 2 +10.05s +1

(30)

s 2 +10.05s +1

The model matching function, Tid , generally is an ideal transfer function of the plant. It was
selected to react quickly on glucose disturbance and its time constant was synchronized with the
Oral Glucose Tolerance Test time interval (120 min).
The control input is limited implicitly (no hard constraint or saturation can be considered in
the design phase) and can be highly weighted using a performance criteria Wu . The larger the
weight, the smaller the deflections, therefore, the control activity can be reduced. The weight on
insulin inlet is defined to be constant over the entire frequency range and with a magnitude equal
to the inverse of the maximal quantity. Based on [4], it was demonstrated its maximal value as
38.525 U/ml. In our case, a stricter constraint was applied, hence we selected a much smaller
rate: 10 U/ml.
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Figure 11. Frequency response of the weighting functions.

The weighting function, We , chosen for tracking errors can be thought as penalty function: We
should be large in frequency range where small errors are desired and small where larger errors can
be tolerated. Advisedly, the choice of the weights can be performed. To achieve perfect tracking
(i.e. integral action), We should be large at very low frequency to imitate integrator. At the same
time, good tracking property and nominal model validity can be treated as a trade-off. Uncertain
model cannot be forced to assure nominal performance requirements. To assure good tracking
performance, We was increased at lower frequency up to 50. Therefore, based on the small gain
theorem [42], the permitted tracking error in this range is over 0.02 U/ml. More the weight is
decreased in frequency, larger the tracking slip is. Uncertain system can not be forced to perfectly
follow the reference signal.
The role of the weighted sensor noises, Wn , and external disturbances, Wd , is basically the
opposite of the role of weights for output discussed so far. Inputs to the weights are signals
whose frequency responses are flat and unit size. The weights themselves contain scale factors
and frequency shaping matching the size, unit, and frequency content of the true inputs. The first
category consists of simple constants used to model wide-band signals, such as sensor noise Wn .
The general percentage of the incorporating noise, by channel, might not be over 2–5%. During the
design process, Wn , anticipates 5% measurement noise for both insulin and glucose measurements
(values taken from clinical experience) [44]. The second category of disturbance weights consists
of low pass filters used to model band-limited signals, such as Wd . Typically, these weights are
first-order transfer functions with gains selected to produce the correct signal levels and time
constants chosen to match the bandwidth of the signals. In comparison with [4], a sharper transfer
function is used:
Wd =

0.5
.
100s +1

(31)

As a result, Figure 11 captures the frequency plots of the weighting functions discussed above.
6.2. Controller design
With the defined weighting functions the augmented closed-loop interconnection (see Figure 8)
can be structured in the generalized − P − K form (see Figure 9), where
w̃ = [r n h]T , z̃ = [z e
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 12. Detailed − P − K structure.

This can be easily understood by the
is described as follows:
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Summarizing the iterative steps obtained by the -synthesis (Table II), one can see that by
adopting the H∞ -synthesis method (e.g. -iteration) the RP prescription can not be achieved. A
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Table II. Iteration summary.
Iteration

1
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Figure 13. Close-loop responses of the -synthesis on the nonlinear model.

less conservative solution might be the -synthesis by D − K iteration for complex uncertainty
[43]. The final (frequency depending) D scale assures the RS, because the computed and scaled
-value is under 1. Consequently, RP is met. However, the controller degree increased significantly.

6.3. Physiologic validation
Testing the robust servo controller using the food intake presented in the upper part of Figure 2,
it can be seen (Figure 13) that the glucose concentration (y2 ) stays in the normal 80–120 mg/dl
range, while the insulin control input (u 1 ) is optimized. The glucose concentration is out of the
mentioned region (165 mg/dl) only at the beginning of the meal absorbtion (u 2 ), but this is normal
in case of food intake.
Moreover, during the simulation the glucose concentration decreases to 77 mg/dl, which can be
explained by the mix of the delay of the insulin effect and the high glucose input, although the
mentioned period is near the normal range without reaching the upper bound of hypoglycemia.
6.4. Virtual validation
In order to observe the real performance and robustness of the designed controller, several different
input data should be used. Given the fact that the required input of the Liu-Tang model is glucose
absorption, which is greatly difficult to measure, the only real input data we have is [32]. Therefore,
the authors generated virtual but plausible and realistic absorption data.
Based on theoretical models of absorption [47], the concentration of glucose absorbed can be
considered to follow a Weibull curve as a function of time:
  p2  t  p2
t
−
g = p3
e p1 .
(34)
p1
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Figure 14. The original absorption curve of [32] and the approximated.

Observing the role of parameters p1 , p2 , and p3 , it can be seen that p1 corresponds to the
input scaling; in other words, it scales the curve along the horizontal axis. Variable p2 determines
the shape of the curve, since it can be interpreted as a time constant of the system, whereas p3
scales the curve along the vertical axis. Therefore, the amount of the glucose input can be taken
into account by p3 , whereas patient variability can be modeled by p2 . It has to be noted that
this method is not to create the precise model of glucose absorption (e.g. the exact quantitative
relationship between patient variability and p2 ; or meal input and p3 is not determined, although
physiological considerations were taken into account) but to generate plausible absorption curves
based on [32].
Approximating the absorption curve presented in [32], the following parameters are derived: p1 =
344.54, p2 = 1.59, and p3 = 190.49. The original absorption curve of [32] and the approximated
can be seen in Figure 14.
In order to test the robustness of the designed controller, three simulations are presented here:
1. original: p = [ p1 p2 p3 ],
2. increased amount of input glucose: p = [ p1 p2 1.5 p3 ],
3. smaller time constant, faster absorption (patient variability): p = [ p1 0.8 p2 p3 ].
Closed-loop simulation results can be seen in Figures 15–17. Observing glucose levels, it can be
seen that the controller is robust enough in terms of meal disturbance and patient variability, since
blood glucose level stays in the desired range. However, it has to be remarked that blood glucose
level is sometimes near to upper hypoglycemia. In these situations, the controller switches off, no
insulin is injected, hence blood glucose level starts to increase. Later, if blood glucose level is
getting too high (see Figure 17, after 550 min), the controller switches on again, therefore, blood
glucose is regulated by additional insulin injection.
The results are plausible from a physiological aspect, since time delay can be observed between
insulin injections and blood glucose level (see Figures 15–17).

7. CONCLUSION
Linear robust -synthesis design was applied to assure RP with structuring the uncertainty description of model-based glucose–insulin system. The paper exemplifies the robust control design technique for a useful biomedical application, autonomous type 1 diabetes control. Diabetes mellitus is
a very serious disease and its modeling and on-line control is an active research topic nowadays.
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Figure 15. Closed-loop response of the nonlinear model with p = [ p1 p2 p3 ].
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Figure 16. Closed-loop response of the nonlinear model with p = [ p1 p2 1.5 p3 ].

Complex -controller synthesis has been used to formulate robust optimal glucose control
problem. The selected control candidate has been designed to be robust against modeling uncertainties and fulfill performance requirements in a structured singular values sense. In comparison
with the existing control methodology, the -control approach for T1DM regulation gives a less
conservative control than the pure H∞ one, in providing larger stability and performance margins.
However, the price to pay reaching this goal is the increase of the controller dimension, but with
computational power nowadays even a simulation of an approximately 40-dimensional LTI system
is feasible. One of the weakness of the elaborated case study is certainly the lack of hard (e.g.
control input) constraints. Unlike in model predictive control, the robust design methods suffer
from application oriented but the theoretically correct handling of hard bounds. Recently in [48],
a constrained H∞ controller design for nonlinear systems is presented with special attention on
real-time applications.
In this paper the novel Liu-Tang model [26] was analyzed. After transforming it to describe type 1
diabetes mellitus, a two degree-of-freedom controller structure was presented. The nonlinear model
uncertainty was characterized by varying the model parameters and set up for controller design
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Figure 17. Closed-loop response of the nonlinear model with p = [ p1 0.8 p2 p3 ].

by sensitivity analysis in frequency domain. Additional weighting functions were more restrictive than those presented in the literature. By the applied non-conservative complex -synthesis
method not only RS is met under multiplicative uncertainty, but also the nominal performance,
i.e. disturbance rejection is fulfilled. It was demonstrated (using glucose absorbtion scenario taken
from the literature) that the controller tested on the original nonlinear model keeps blood glucose
concentration in the desired range whereas the insulin amount to be injected is optimized.
Future research can be supported by the application of mixed uncertainties, nonlinear modelbased robust control methods, model predictive control techniques, and different metabolic
scenarios (e.g. physical activity, nocturnal hypoglycemia, long-term hyperglycemia).
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